Technology for Everyone

We understand that our customers’ success
relies upon them having the freedom to concentrate on their business and not being
caught up in technical issues. We’re dedicated to helping you realize your ambitions, taking care of your critical communications so
you’re free to plan, think and progress. We’ll
always put you first, taking the time to under-

stand your business, your aims and your
goals, before recommending tailored communication solutions to suit. We have people
with the passion, pride and experience that
are committed to providing you with the service you require and expect.

Our mission is to bring technology for everyone, no matter your size is; small, medium or
big enterprise. We will find the most suitable
technologies that will support and enhance
your business to grow. While others try to sell
their products that sometimes led your company buying unnecessary thing, we try to analyze what are your pain and try to balance
your investment and benefit at the max. We
believe with our 4 pillars we can bring the
best services to our customers; customer

centric, local presence, unique local support
and multiple vendor approach.

“While others try to sell their products that sometimes led your company buying unnecessary thing, we
try to analyze what are your pain
and try to balance your investment
and benefit at the max”

INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS

COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS

LAN Switch & Routers
Our LAN switches networking solutions are
quick to install and easy to use so your employees can share resources, communicate,
and collaborate without complexity. We delivers a comprehensive portfolio of switching solutions for Borderless Networks, data centers,
and smaller businesses. These solutions are
optimized for a wide range of industries, including service providers, financial services,
and the public sector.

IP Telephony
Centralize your IP system and reduce your
maintenance costs with a converged voice and
network infrastructure from our IP Telephony
solutions. Our standards-based, full IP architecture IP telephony solutions integrates easily into your existing infrastructure.

Data Infrastructure Cabling
Our services include structured cabling, infrastructure design, IP network video surveillance, fiber optic installation, Voice over IP, access control integration, equipment installation,
nationwide rollouts, premise cable solution design, and cable plant documentation.

Wireless Network
Our wireless solutions include wireless backhaul, wireless voice services, location-based
services for asset tracking, and portable wireless networks. We can also back our deployments with specialist wireless services, including installation, configuration and bespoke services. We bring deep knowledge and a thorough grasp of the technology to every project,
working with solutions from the world’s leading
vendors.

Our IP Telephony solutions gives you all the
features and functionality of a traditional onsite phone system. Plus the savings, reliability
and performance advantages of integrating to
your existing network. Enhance employee
productivity and reduce communication costs
with feature-rich IP telephony solutions from
JFX Technologies.

Hybrid PBX
Our Hybrid PBX solution combines standard
analog phone lines, and innovative Hosted
PBX – sometimes known as IP Telephony.
This means that most of your calls are routed
over a data connection (the Internet), which is
FAR more affordable than operating only on
analog phone lines. A Hybrid PBX solution also has more feature-rich capabilities than traditional phone lines. With this solution you use
state-of-the-art IP phone handsets over your
broadband Internet connection, but you also
have the advantage of a basic analog phone
line that’s always available as backup. Going
for a Hybrid PBX solution means going fornextgeneration, flexible phone options while keeping the trusted reliability of your traditional
phone line.

PHYSICAL SECURITY SOLUTIONS

APPLICATION MULTIMEDIA SOLUTIONS

CCTV Surveillance
We are the solution provider for all your surveillance needs with the world’s best products
and technologies backed by committed service
towards customer satisfaction. With extensive
experience in CCTV segment, We also work
towards a customized surveillance solution
that gives you the best coverage at the most
competitive prices.

Web Development
JFX Technologies performs web design, custom application development, mobile website
and mobile app development, content management systems, web strategy consulting,
web analytics software and consulting, as well
as search engine optimization and pay per
click advertising throughout Indonesia.

We works with the most prestigious CCTV
manufactures, giving you an end to end solution that is complete in every way. Our range
of CCTV cameras and NVR/DVR are chosen
from among the world’s most advanced technologies and are a great breed to every business needs for surveillance solutions.

Access Door Control
Our Access control offers the simplest solution
to restrict access to certain buildings or areas
within buildings. Authorised individuals carry a
key fob and when access through a restricted
door is required the fob is held in front of a
reader placed next to the door. The solution is
flexible and can be used where restricted access is for one door or for more complex requirements including multiple doors and timing
restrictions.

By helping businesses and non-profit organizations think strategically about the web, we
are able to help generate leads and revenue
through internet marketing strategies and website development, improve business processes
and productivity through custom enterprise applications, increase understanding through
measurement and analytics, leverage mobile
marketing solutions, and mitigate risk with web
strategy.

Digital Signage
We offers a wide range of Digital Signage Solutions, from all-inclusive bundled solutions for
simple deployments of one or two displays, to
custom-designed enterprise networks comprising hundreds of locations, thousands of displays — all designed to maximize your ROI.
No matter what your messaging objectives, we
provides the world-class hardware, software,
installation and support to achieve your goals.
We are uniquely qualified — with our network
of best-in-breed products and services — to
deliver greater efficiencies, true scalability and
unmatched value for the planning, deployment
and ongoing operation of your digital signage
system.

IPTV System
Our IPTV solutions equipped with a clear mission – to connect people to the entertainment
experience they love. With consumer viewing
habits changing rapidly, we innovates – developing new products and platforms to enable
operators to deploy quality, value-added services that drive customer retention and growth.

MANAGED SERVICE SOLUTIONS
Professional Services
Our specialists allow us to deliver a solution
that goes beyond our standard hosting, security, or network offerings. Whether you need assistance assessing your IT application architecture or managing a complex network implementation, we can help.
Our technical expertise as well as project management experience means we can ease the
transition to managed services under JFX
large umbrella of offerings. Augment your staff
with our expertise. We hire the very best, so
you don’t have to. Whether you need technical
expertise for the short or long term, on site, or
for planning, implementation, or ongoing management, we have credentialed, highly experienced professionals that can help.

IT Helpdesk Outsourcing
We provides help desk outsourcing services.
Your outsourced helpdesk will give you the
freedom to focus on your core competencies
while giving your employees or customers a
pleasant, satisfying help desk experience. Our
people, processes and technology give you
the information to identify trends and anticipate
training needs, increase responsiveness to
your internal (or external) customers, and ultimately help you secure the reputation of
providing quality service to those you service
every day.

CUSTOMER REFERENCE
Our success is measured by our customers‘ satisfaction. A major factor in this success has been
the long term dedication, service and partnering with our clients. The following corporations and
organization are JFX Technologies customers:
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